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Unique led lighting and media facades in
"VEGAS Crocus city" Lighting of the
supermarket"Victoria" City fountain lighting
"Alameda"
ﬁelds.ISSTITLE Architectural lighting BC Savelovsky city Park lighting Garden. Bauman Factory lighting
window proﬁles VEKA Lighting hypermarket OBI in Aviapark TRC Vegas BC Savelovsky city
Supermarket Victoria The monumental fountain Garden. Bauman Factory VEKO OBI Moscow Change
or reset your ﬁlters or return to Catalog of professional products Philips Lighting. If you have any
questions on the conﬁguration of a particular product Contact information . Change or reset your
ﬁlters or return to Catalog of professional products Philips Lighting. If you have any questions on the
conﬁguration of a particular product Contact information . Lighting system Lighting systems Philips
simplify the work and provide the right lighting where it is needed and when it is needed. Read more
Network lighting systems Network and integrated systems Philips lighting to open the lighting
professional new opportunities for continuous networking and transfer of large data sets. Read more
Academy Philips Lighting Academy Academy The Philips Lighting Academy oﬀers a range of
educational materials for those who want to expand their knowledge in the ﬁeld of lighting. Join
webinars and participate in certiﬁcation. Read more Inspiring light Lighting Volleyball hall in the sports
complex of the Kazan Bustan with the help of professional lighting solutions of Philips. Watch project
Ekinoks Arena Led lamps for ArenaVision sports facilities at the Ekinoks Arena Watch project Gelamko
Arena Find out how new Gelamko arena shines through outdoor lighting Watch project Football club
Chelsea Installed on the playing ﬁeld led lighting meets the new stringent requirements for television
broadcasts of matches of the English Premier League. Watch project Friends Arena Learn how modern
lighting for sports facilities at Friends Arena brings the fans in admiration even from a distance
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